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Now the world is encoutering two growing of gap between poor and rich and
of the fatal climate change crisis(CCC),both has been caused from excess doing
in competitive capitalism the international.In this report,the most effort was
concentrated in securing the minimized ideological and political ultimate
agreement of,for and by people in order to overcome the crisises by making
effective drastic change.Because those are to destine people's death or alive.
As its basic structure,author employed both methods due to great result of
modern symbolic logic and great result of ancietn teach of religeons(reberation).
As their pragmatical structure for realizing betterness of the world,author seek
essentiall common feature in the methods of Marxism,Socialism,Green Movement,and
Liberation Theology.Then he formalized problem as follows.
A social(political) problem is an optimazaion in degree of giving and taking
on resouce,wealth and political institution among people "by the definete
ideology".Then people's task is to decide the ideology.For the aim,this report
try to assist people soley by proposing useful,simple,but strict(?)informations.
A tragedy in humanbeing seems being caused from their incompleteness such as
deception,prejudice,misunderstanding,distrust,stupid greedy & fear for decline.
Then key to win is one !.Any party with various flag could be,but they must be
united at least with one global policy.Then they instantly could win history!.
☞:Almost none has been aware the inprecedental catastrophe is coming soon.
See website <http://www.commondreams.org/views04/1215-24.htm>

"Methane Burps:Ticking Time Bomb".It's nearly end of the world as used to be.
Now the world is just facing mass extinction caused by "own innocent and greedy".
Those once having realized apocalipsitic events were testified in
"the two decent archaeological validities" by geologists(ancient climatology).
Then why has established mass media been in scilent on those most serious facts ?
Whether it is too late or not never could be proved without possible doing.

①Overview on the international conservatism

vs

reformatism：

⑴Evil symptom of status quo:
⒜Centralization of Wealth and Climate Change Crisis(CCC):
Almost nation has both conservative rightist and reformative leftist party.
Then right tend to secure own class benefit(pultocracy by chaebol the
hereditary or cronyism politics).They advocate superiority of competitive
economics with meritocracy.Then an economy dynamics

is to accleate to get

more money for who has more money.Consequently their money grows beyond
their substantial ability.Can you imagine a person of thousand times ability
than others ?. Now the era has come to point when their excess doing in huge
growing economics turn to cause own-destroying called global climate change
crisis（CCC),especially for which they has nothing substantial ability to stop.
Fatal defect in capitalism is nothing capability without growing to own-ruin.
☞：Extremely simple supposing that growing speed of wealth was proportional
to amount of wealth-itself,wealth grows explosivley(exponential function).
☞：So advanced nation usually employ progressive taxation in degree or others.
Therefore a taxation sysytem is a mesure of democracy degree of a nation.
⒝Unstability of corporate being in competivie capitalism:
A corporarte governer may wish to pay higher wage,though it is considerable
limit within not stopping own growing.They are too nervous own growing,
without which they become cautious own decline.Their satanization is soley
due to possibility of own corporate hegemony decline in the competetion.
Also corporate union has quite similar cautious.Though it may be
indispensable that corporate becoming useless should be anihilated in the
regime.Then the problem is to relife people,but not corporate.If there was no
such mechanism of autonomy,social sytem as a whole is to lose their
adaptability in metabolism.For example,rampant debts of nation or beurocracy
of nothing bankrupcy shall be more harmful to whole people at last.

⒞Mind of corporate owners<the accelating mechanism or excess doing>
Capitalism engine may be competitive inovation and investment with their
growing & decline.Thus they could not help to do everything possible.Then the
problem become how degree they seek possibility.Thus accelating capitalism
become aggresive or become excess doing such as grwoing gap between rich &
poor and supremely hazardous CCC.Why they should be accused is soley due to
their impossibility of turning to stop the wrong status quo causing crisis,
which might be accepting their decline.They could make certain compromise
for securing stability with competitors in corporate governer ally.
It could be applicable now in domestic,but rather not ease in international.
Overviewing industrial history after the 2nd war,corporate decline has been
caused mainly from international translation of industry from advanced nation
to develloping ones.Then those who has much monney to get foreign industry
producing with less cost shall win at last.After and above all,those who has
much money shall win in anyhow.Therefore they become soley think of targets
which yield money.How much money,there is not enough.Thus they become also
brutal for anyone who are aginst them.People should know that they has made
more strong solidarity than that of people-themselves.Hence people could not
win in the past.

⑵Overview on the common features of international reformative movement:
Then left wig seems to have international common features on their ideology.
In the long past history,they had been Socialists of Democrat or Marxist,
also Church men started battle against actual social injustice.Recent
remarkable feature may be mumerous advent of Green Party in each nation.
⒜All of them are commonly against with excess competitive,monopolic and
self-destructive the capitalism international.That is anti-regime movement.
Those are the motive caused from wish to overcome evils by reforming society.
Then problem is how to reform society the status quo.
⒝Maxists belive that establishing monopoly by working class is the final relief.
⒞Socialist belive that establishing society by employing soley merits of both
in socialism and capitalism is the final relief.
⒟Liberation theologist believe that realizing social justice and welfare
by God's teaching is the final relife.
⒠Greens belive that sustaiable greenized life way is the final relief.
This report intend to make their belife as their strict confidence by extracting
soley essentiall common ideology in their beliefe.
⑶Global conflicts between the conservative vs the reformitive
⒜At first,author warn an acutal aspect of above mentioned reformitive movements.
It has been already well known to them,though,he could not help to refer the
invasion of camouflaged betrayers in the movements.Too much doing for the
problem has dangerous possibility to destroy their solidarity and to make
momvement unstable.
⒝It is also easily comprehensible for anyone that refomative movements has been
unfovourable for force the international conservative. Especially and typical
their watch dog is called CIA(the anti-communism machine) placed in almost
countries.Frankly to tell,the activist and their supporter should know that
anyone of you might become target of CIA.
⒞How to overcome the problem:
It is also simple.For exmaple,author has been endeavouring to extract essense
of truth which has been unfavourable for CIA. Such truthes could be utilizable
for detecting betrayers and defencing org.

②Political Movement by Marxists and Their Enviroments：
⑴What Marxists has been saying for capitalism is right,so they has been
severely suppressed than any ideolgy groupes since their birth.
But what they had done for commuism-itself were many of wrong as the results.
⒜Capitalists exploit worthy of worker's products(poor nation's resources) and
make huge benefit growing circulation in their dominating regime.As the fact
of now world,the centralization of wealth into few riches(chaebol) is evident,
while wealth gap of people and nations has been growing monotonously in
competitive capitalism the international regime.That is,who has more money
is to get more money.The excess doing shall cause own-destruction at last.
⒝However main stream of communism regime had been ceased when USSR-themselve
abandoned their regime(1989).Now they are minority in the world.
⒞To tell it frankly,the belife on communism has become that of minority of
each nation in devided sectionalism by the inner ideology confilict. It is
also true that the belife on Marxism has been still attractive for many people
exploited and discrimated by the capitalism regime.That is belief on class
struggle or ethinic one in each nation.After all,they could not have found any
reliefe except Marxism.The former religeon seems to have been insufficient in
rescueing such people exploited and discriminated due to fear for Marxism
being against religeon.
*There is an remakable exception called the liberation theolgy in Latain America.
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_theology>
⒟The most rich nation USA has been simuletaneously the most brain washed
people's nation of anti-communisum by thoroughly fascism education and mass
media operation on people's consciousness and unconsciousness and also by
thoroughly giving prosperity with mass media operation in order to purchase
people's mind.Their sectret may lie in international structure as lower and
upper class nation.American live in upper one where they could see down other
nations⑴.The structure American impelialnism had caused many brutal and cruel
situation in exploited world.Above all,American citzen should recoginize many
of the acutalities and the sin.

⑵Why has Marxism not realized in global world ?.
⒜Afrter all,capitalists has succeeded to win majority people's mind of
wishing to become more rich in the regime,but not in the communism one even
though they percieve defects of the regime.Western side people in capitalism
had known superiority of the regime than that of communism such as Russia,
China etc at that time by comparing the degree of livelihood.
*As had been so,even such Russia and China-themselves had changed traditional
communism regime to reformed socialism(China) one with introducing free market
principle. It might be telling as follows.Such result may have known at first,
because competitive economy regime has superficial superiority in inovations
than that of routine work in beurocratic regime in "economic growing phase".
Although the era has come to the point when the situation had entirely changed
in encoutering global CCC in livelihood enviroment,which had been caused from
execess adaptability⑵ of competitive economic regime.
It become far worst to do too much than to do in lazy.
⒝The wealthy western chaebol had made thoroughly conspiracy against communism
to confine them in few nations as international strategy,and also in domestic
one,they had succeeded to win majority people's mind with subtle but sever
suppresion on communism movement.CIA the satan with nondisclosed their
expenditure has been mainly against communism,so they had known it thoroughly
to detect,invade,and manipulate.To tell as for leftist movements in Japan the
American's slave iland has been terribley invaded by CIA⑷,thus their task is
to confine people exploited and discriminated with camouflaged solidarity.It's
entirely upside down that communist allows monarchism in Japan.Another task
is against refomative force in their behind to assist conservatism.
⒞Any regime of evil wish to set up outer enemy in order to accomplish unity of
the regime and hide their internal defect by making people's attention for enemy
⒟Monopoly by Beurocrat<the advent of new dominating class>：
Centralization of political power in communism had proved the new advent of
dominating class called beurocrat.The new advent class did similar suppression
against lower or opposite people.Thus people had disliked the regime.

⒠Mistakes in person worship as mobocracy and stubborn dogmatism of ideology:
Anytime,anywhere good leader and hero are desireable.Though communism regime
has tendency of person worship in long term of fascism with dogmatism.Person
in dogmatism tend to disdrain reformatism and might be also in higher pride
which is also a feature of Satan.
⒡Why had Russia established the first communism-nized nation ?.
In western Europe,there seems being ingenerous tradition who fear races in far
regeon and with singular ability such as Jewish,Russian and gypsy,....
⒢In the long past history,capitalist could secure persons of ability among
people with higher wage,while reformativist adopt persons with lower wage.
Then which could win?.Therefore people should more assist by huge donation
for favourable movement.Then even rich CIA could never could be allmighty.For
example,recent Latain American had succeeded to establish leftist goverments.
⒣Success in education and medi-care without home-less.
People's equality in education and medi-care had been realized in communism
nation.Author once had travelled in Europe when he coud not found home-less
people in communism nation,but in western Europe,he could.
⒣Even though as it had been,how to overcome today's difficulty in Marxism:
Also author had concluded that the supreme problem must be overcomed now world
is to live or to die in future crisis caused by the global CCC.Who has been
against this evident fact is soley silly right wing.Thus it is also the most
class struggle problem now.Crisis might be also a chance to establish global
political solidarity.

③Social Democrat Movement and Their Enviroment:
⑴Instead communism of dictatorship by proletariat,both of them made compromise
of co-being of capitalist and labourer,or they tried to secure betterness by
employing soley merits of both in communism and capitalism,which is called
democrat socialism.In western Europe,people has traditional tendency to wish
social democrat and they had suceeded in fairly favourable degree.
⑵However,in Asia and south America where infulence of America is stronger than
any other nations,even social democrat has been difficult to realize untill
now.To tell as for the case of Japan,the most leftist force Japan socialist
party had become destructive by long term CIA conspriracy against them.Then
the concering of CIA never has been disclosed in public.
⑶Social democrat movement has been deeply connected with labour union one.
Therefore their policy has tendency to reflect the benefit of corporate
(or administration workers)labour unions.As the consequence,occasionary they
become more conservative than anyone else.By occasionary,people must accept
bitter policy in order to realize more benefit of a whole.
⑷CIA made conspiracy against international labourer movement,to whom they
invaded by CIA agents in order to make the movement toward right wing⑶.
This fact never could be neglegible to recover original aim of the movement.
In anytime,anywhere,they endeavour to conspire weakening of people's force
by inducing betrayers in the movement of people.There is definte technology
trying to against the conspiring.<see website http://www.777true.com>.
⑸Publicalization in administrative action is certainly one solution for
establishing people's equality,however,at least,personal management of higher
class in beurocrat should not be fixationary,but changeable.
⑹Social Democrat Movement has Verstile Ability to Establish Social Wellfare.
⒜Nation's huge revenue is contributed from corporate tax and income one of
individuals.Pension,social insurence,and private deposit fund are also huge
amount.Problem is their usage,which should be investment for "the Green".
It means securing "minimum sustaiable livelihood-level for everyone".
⒝To realize genuine socialism,then international common regulation on
trading,corporqate activity & labourer condition etc may be indispensable.
⒞Social democrat has been main stream in leftism,so their ambtion with
generosity is more desireable than ever.

④Political Movement by Green Party and Their Enviroment:
It was great surprise for author that almost nation has green party movement.
<political movement(interest groupe and other social movements)：
<http://www.psr.keele.ac.uk/parties.htm>.Remarkable and favourable feacture of
them may be their uity in making policy and organization activity.
Avobe all,their modernized platform is easy to understand for everybody.Their
motive may be caused from actual crisis feeling on the excess competitive
capitalism, which might be destructive to own livelihood enviroment.The former
leftist movements which has been still as it was seems to be weak on the current
problem.So they has been obliged to stand up by own selves.
⑴Their motive may be caused partially from animalitical instinct which could
not help to be with green enviroment.People get the most relaxation feeling
in green field,but modern urban field activity is with more stress.
⑵Also they had convinced the evil of competitive capitalism the international
who has still been exploiting natural resouces of the world with their awful
greedy.They recognize that it might cause fatal results in recent future.
Thus their top common slogan is sustainable society with the economic regime.
This theme is obviously fatal in future society,because it is the supreme
problem of death or alive of us humanbeing !.
Above all,it must be the most priority ploblem than any other matters.
⑶Above all,their conclusion of recovering green power is easy to understand
for anyone in the international world.First of all is securing foods for
livlihood,which is entirely depend on natural green enviroments.
⑷The Ten Key Values of the Greens
<http://www.greens.org/values/,

http://cagreens.org/platform/10k.shtml>

⒜The fundamental Phylosophy:
Social Justice/Personal and Global Responsibility/Respect for Diversity,
Feminism,Handicapped/Decentralisation/Grassroots Democracy/Nonviolence
⒝The fundamental ideolgy for policy executing:
Future Focus/Sustainability＝Ecological Wisdom/Community-Based Economics
⒞Their problem may be how to become main stream force in each nation.Then we
feel rather difficutlty to find something breaking through point.Still now
peoeple's main concern has been in income and consuming in the regeme.

⑤The Libreration Theology and Their Enviroment:

:

The essential cause of unhappiness both in Latain America & Japan may have been
the same.Because both of them has been in same situation mostly infulenced by
America.They has been terribly exploited by the brutal America.In authors
opinion,it is incomprehensible that people of delightful and ability of Latain
American in such more resouceful,beautiful,and broad land nation than Europe has
been in less rich than Europe.And also they has been commonly obliged to be in
long term political and economical conflicts against USA.Therefore,bitter but
resolute leftist movements in there has been more active than any where.Then
also church men in poor people had to stand up for their liberation
(Libreration Theology＝Christian Socialism).Now author has not sufficient
detail of knowledge on it,so you should consult following website or others.
<http://www.landreform.org/boff2.Htm>
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_theology>
Thus this movements steadily has become wide regional one. For long time,it has
been a tragedy between leftist of Marxism and Church men of religeon both of
who has responsibility for liberating poor class.Since Marxist had once deneyed
religeon as narcotism paralyzing people's mind not to recognize actuality of
evil world.Then church men had to be against leftism.Now era has come to tell to
them that both of them are right and they should reconcile with each other.
Because the front line of mathematical physics had succeeded to conclude
⑴the being of God and spritual in the other world.Not only it,also actuality of
religeous reberation also had scientifical validity.It concerns with physicall
possibility of ⑵religeous prophecy by ⑶person the ability paranormal.As the
consequence,author had to turn his research regeon into religeon,which enabled
above mentioned matters.In this report,the unity of religeon and science is a
kernel,by which reader may promote more own confidence on democrat movement.
☞:Prophecy by person the paranormal in democracy:
It's may be conspiracy by the establishment that prophecy by person the
paranormal has been right and hidden since ancient.Although dominater had know
the secret very well.Silly modern science has been utilized to exclude it from
people.For example,secret society of world elite has common entrance ceremony of
re-incurnation.Then the other world is that of allmighty(God and spiritual the
ability paranormal).Now the time has come to invite them to cooperation with
global democrat movement !.See website of the great Brazillian prophet Nobrega
Jucelino da Luz<http://www.jucelino.daluz.nom.br/principal.htm>.

⑥A Sujestion for Making Global Solidarity:
⑴How to do we reform the imcompleteness ?!.
Humanbeing could not be complete,but be incomplete.Anybody had done both right
and wrong.Then how to do we reform the imcompletenes ?.In anyway,
the possibility may be to endeavour to collect truthes from the world without
any prejudice and any hesitation caused from peculiar own situation.
Then adhererence on local egocenterism which deney even objective facts become
the most obstacle. Therefore decent people should struggle any injustice.
A social problem is an optimazaion in degree of give and take among people
"by definete phylosophy".Then the definiteness of phylosophy must be examined
thoroughly by theoretically(logical truth) and experiementaly(statistical data).
For exmaple,democrat voting is typical and effective statistical data.Although
such democrat voting sometime turn to be bitter mistakes due to its
incompleteness. Although it is also true that there is nothing means without
democrat voting in politics which often concern with serious destiny of people.
Therefore people should thoroughly debate on its incompleteness in precedent.
For example,at first,most American had made serious mistake to agree Bush
administration's invading on Afgan and Irque due to the demagogy which had
been subtly accelated by terrible cautious for American's own safety in 9/11.
Thus in order to decieve people,they are opt to stimulate people's egocentrisism
In anyway,the definte phylosophy made by overcoming on conflict between
the completeness and incompeleteness may become kernel.
.........................................
Thus we could make agreement and solidarity in global people at last.
Anytime,anywhere,an excellent leader is people's earnest hope,although,also
any leader could not be complete.Also people should recognize own more
incompleteness.It may be also true that such incompleteness might can be
suppllemented by somebody in people.Then none could tell who is "somebody" in
precedent.Therefore people must be given equall oppotunity and responsibility.
As for unknown possibilities,also mathematician suppose equal probability.
Also Lotus sutra imply people's equality due to incomprehensibility of the world.
Also Islamism emphasize on people's equality and solidarity in God.

⑵A stablity(of the order) seems to be caused from balance of duality which
are something elements opposing against each other.
Although only evil must be destroyed to least as possible.
After all,only this seems to be the supreme common task for all humankind.
In the sense,religeon seems to become necessary for teaching the fact and
persuade people's action against evil.Then note that the word "evil" is
upside down sequnece in characters "live".That is,evil implies death.
Therefore all decent religeon commonly inhibit us insignificant killing life.
Upside down doing is that of Satan who has been against God.
As for all that without it,people may be better to be free as possible.

⑶Then what is the evil ?!.
According to common conclusion of decent religeon and ideology,at least,
those are unjust and insignificant people's death and suffering in caused by
incompleteness of humanbeing-themselves.In other word,people must be co-live
with equality and make their solidarity against the evil.
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SUPPLEMENT-１:Review on Capitalism vs Communism their conflicting
POLITICS-administration
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Now we may have enough time to spare for absurd familiy quarrel !.

⑴{Free,equality,phylanthropy} is French republicalization revolution slogan,
which must be the decent most people's common wish. On the other hand,
⑵{free competition by meritocracy,possibly in originaly equal oppotuniy,but in
final,wealthy win more oppotunity(hereditary),fear for decline cause excess
caution on people against wealthy(satanization)}might be hidden slogan of the
capitlism.The most of evidence is CIA which has been watch dog of them.
Above all,they has no ability to stop the CCC.Satanization is against God
whose true will lies in people's co-living in equality.
⑶Then correct solution could not be capitalism status quo,but be communism ?!.
⑷Retrospecting on realized communism history,it is found to have been also
Stan.For exmaple,Stalin had made prison camp and massacre for tremendous
his opposer.The death were said to be 20 million.Similarity was also seen in
Polpot(2million) and now Kim Jong-il.Those were all hells.German once had made
both capitalism nation and communism one simuletaneously,then communism nation
people were likely to escape there.
⑸Although,the largest 2 times wars in human history had made by capitalism
nation Germany and Japan which made genocide more than (20＋40)mlllion.
⑹The CCC shall be far cruel hell than such prison camp in communism.
Because if the current situation being prolonged,it shall be the most genocide
to perish humankind(the final judgement).Climate having once changed would
continue more than thousand years(climatologist's saying).At now,Johon's
revelation has been with re-found reality.It has been saying rare curious in
the decent new testament.That is,coming era the final judgement and sudden and
abrupt realizaing of thousand year(yesrter year)happy kingdom.However,there
could not be found any validity of becoming happy on the earth.On the
contrary,it may be more possible to become hell of yester year as the reality
in climatology view. BMB(germany car maker) once had made TV commercial where
a man stand on road near at steepest cliff,then weather abruptly had been
changed to dark cloudy and severe rainy with wind.He started his car to rush
through there with high speed on dangerous curved road at hedge of cliff,
at last he turned to escape there with look of having been reliefed.

⑺If both were wrong,we human being could not find correct solution.
Then we should not neglect important role of serious concering by boss of
capitalists who had subbtly supported those satan communisms.At first,USSR
was established by hidden supports of Euro-USA chaebol.Another is Kim Jong-il
who has been superficially against USA,though his status has been invisibly
protected by USA.Because USA in anyhow and always need bad actor for conserving domestic fascism regime.Anytime they(junta) could not be without enemy.
Author's one assumption is the former realized communism was realized as
nation for which people dislike and fear.
That is,the former realized wrong communism was consipired to imply and to force
people anti-communism by capitalists the international.To tell the fact,it is
capitalism the narcotism that paralyze people's mind to cease judging turthes of
the world by the superfical and fluent material prosperity.
⑻Solution?:
⒜For accomplishing social justice and people's equality without exploiting
and discrimination,communism the fundamental idea is right.
⒝However none could succeed to realize the ideal without defects in the past.
⒞To tell for modern capitalism-itself,sorts of communism(publicalization of
product means)had once established in the regime as called public enterprize
such national telecommunication,postal service,railroad,university,hospital,
⒟It seems partialy due to insufficiency of technical aspects.Publicalization of
pruduct means is equivalent to become people beurocrats.Then routine
work-nization in the past beurocracy caused bad reputations.Also dictatorship
goverment had done many wrong to cause fear of people.
⒠Scheduling productivity in corporate by estimating demand(market reseach) has
been general.If economy activists positively exchanged their scheduling in
precedent by certain institution in order to reform their scheduling,it would
be said semi-programmed economic regime with less loss efficiency(relaxation in
competition).To tell for resources limited in product amount,there might be
an optimized rationing with optimized cost in international market by certain
definite ideolgy.In author's opinion,certain principle(ideolgy) had been once
determined,there comes out an optimazation algorithm.
Then most problem is that manybody will not notice nor tend to think the being
of problem-itself to be overcome in or to refom "the established methods".

SUPPLEMENT-2:CIA the fundamental.
①The task of CIA＝Taking all for benefit of America(the establishment).
⑴This advocate implies their supremacism<the stan engine>
⑵Hegemonism as American imperialnism in militaly,economics,technology,ideology.
☞:Without prejudice and hesitation,anyone should show them their wrong.
②CIA detect possibility of becoming non-favourble person,org,and nation by
collecting all infomations legaly and ilegaly in the world.
☞:It's necessary to defence information with contaminated noise.
③CIA attack person,org,and nation the non-favourble(targets) by conspiration.
⑴Propaganda the demagogy by trapping target into various trouble in order to
divide target from supporter people.Those are always deceptions toward people.
⑵As for non favourable reformative goverment,CIA would conspire subtle social
confusion and unstability to break people's trust on the goverment⑸.
⑶Conspired trapps to person are scandalous failure in money,sex,status abusing.
☞:Precedent counter mesure is effective in case the agents had been known.
None should think of nothing attack by enemy.Then security specillists are
necessary for forcasting,detecting and training as prevention.
④Criminal invasion for person:Political assasin must be strictly detected.
Then attitude of public authority may become problem.It is absolutely
necessary for democrat police and solidier union to secure stutus and
conscience liberty of lower class ones and to prevent autocracy of boss.
⑤CIA agents the betrayers,or decieved one as marionet：
It is unique cause that we has been defeating.
⑴At first,hereditary class cautious own decline tend to become betrayer.
⑵the 2nd is their subordinates groupe and person corrupt,.....,
⑶political effective org(politics,religeon,corporate,beurocrat,mass media
educational,regeonal and other various org,...) and the chiefe.
⑷CIA detect person's weak-point and tied point and utileze them as marionette.
CIA utilize any person from king to home-less for their aim.
Then people should know the advantage of non localized solidarity than local
egocentrisism.If they had once known true intention of CIA,such solidarity could
be soon realized.Above all they are expert on deception by stimulating egoism.
CIA the Satan's essence are deception and vilolence against God's will.

SUPPLEMENT-3:How to defend good organization against CIA invasion:
⑴Good leader is indispensable,but person worship is likely to be mobocracy.
Leader should be changed in certain term to secure soundness and metabolism.
Person worship as mobocracy is often found in conspired org and nation.CIA
usually consipire and manipulate org & nation "through few person".It is
evident that manipulation on singular person is far easier than whole of
members in general(propaganda for public has been also the most task of CIA).
Person in worship is often made up in CIA theater with CIA scenario.
⑵CIA agents the acters for operation in the theater with scenario are invisible
groupe member tied by common status(beurocrat,corporate,various org,regeonalfixer & sub),ideology(right and also pseudo left wing),benefit in money or
status,or person threatened,fear,gludge,hatred,something trouble in his mind.
⑶Their common character may be tendency to rely on stronger those who order and
give(a sort of child) without sympathy & guilty feeling for others.Typical
exmaple may be the cult Oumu-shinrikyo(poison gass acctack in subway in 1995).
They has been made up by decption by subtle teaching and implication.CIA is
developper and expert in implication method for manipulating mind of people.
Direct persuading people is possible to deney,but once implication had invaded
people's mind,it could not deney,since implication in mind is thinking-ownself.
CIA agents are actor(actress) who plays implication toward target person.
Person in trouble in his mind is likely to be trappd by implication.Hence
target person is likely to be trapped in trouble conspired by the agents.
Hence CIA is used to rise confusion in person,org, nation and the world.
⑷Therefore,once,person who had understood this mechanism could overcome
deception by implication without clear and responsible statement-itself.
It is effective to know not only enemy,but also own thinking-itself.
⑸Avobe all,CIA is good at stimulating people's greedy in stutus,money,sex,honor
gludge,hated,affection,fear with threatening and tempting.Then egocentrism is
the most friend of CIA,which enable betraying and deviding people.Hence person
grwon up whom CIA has been hatred should be cared for by his subordinates.
⑹The kernel of CIA is deception(by upside down)by various method.Their scenalio
is always typicalized one(manualized),so once having known it enable overcoming.
⑺Conspiracy and infomation theft are always twin.
⑻Organization should make the manual and training program on countering CIA.
Author may has many information by his singular long term experience,so
anytime he wish to testify those facts.

SUPPLEMENT-4:Scientifical technology never could make life.
A remarkable feature of modernization is people's excess speciallist-nization in
ceratin specified sphere due to higher technical progress.Consequently people
seems to incomprehensible for whole system action and also for the basis on
which they stand.They has become more and more egocenterized with weaking in
grasping others.It's fatal,since problems overcomed are all non-localized ＝
globalized ones.It is too hard to make it upside down what we has been made to
absolutely believe such as modern civilization grwoned by sicentifical
technology with growing economical greedy motive are favourable for humanbeing.
Modern technology is found to be a sort of fake,because,for example,
Polinecian iland people could get dairy necessary many foods and furniture with
ease(?)only from coconut tree which is completely reversible production without
any harmful.Then could we product wheat,corn,and beans(life resouces) from
industiral factory in way of completely reversible production without any
harmful ?. No not at all, or for the time being,it is far hard to achieve.
After all,our civilization technolgy is impossible to make life,but on the
contrary,they are to perish global life sorts.
The supreme scientifical problem may be creating life in chemical testing tube
from non-organic materials.Certainly a kind of simple amino-acid had once made
from non-organic in test tube.Although supreme high polymer amino-acid of self
-reproducing may be impossilbe. Because such possibility is perhaps "zero"
(then note that real number zero does not means nothing).If it were finite
probability,it means observable repeatability of the realization,which should
be observalbe(in neighbourhood of volcano mouth in hot sea bed ?).It does not
need observability of complete self-reproduceable highpolymer the most primitive
(life),but,at least,similar something(incomplete life＝corpse?).However we never
heard even such tiny fragments evidence in the past.What author wish to say is
that creation of life is entirely miracle(real number zero* probability).
We modern humankind seems to be too arrogant for sorts of life as years goes on.

SUPPLEMENT-5:Why has politics not been going well, why religeon be ?.
Those had been caused uniquely from certain humanbeing's nature.

